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Clean Sport Policy 
 
Scottish Gymnastics believe in clean gymnastics and work in partnership with British Gymnastics and adopt 

their anti-doping policy and rules. 

All athletes have the right to compete in sport knowing that they, and their competitors, are clean. Whether 

by accident or on purpose, doping is against the rules of the sport. Check the websites listed at the end of this 

document to ensure you are working within the laws for Gymnastics. 

The use of performance-enhancing drugs, other banned substances and doping behaviour severely damages 

the legitimacy of sport and undermines the integrity of clean athletes. If you are a member of Scottish / British 

Gymnastics then these Clean Sport rules apply to you, regardless of what level you participate at.  

 

1.0 Clean Sport Rules  

British Gymnastics has in place a set of anti-doping rules that all athletes, coaches and gymnast support 

personnel must abide by. The anti-doping rules for British Gymnastics are consistent with the 2015 World Anti-

Doping Agency code (WADA), which governs anti-doping internationally. The anti-doping rules of British 

Gymnastics are the UK Anti-Doping rules published by UK Anti-Doping (UKAD), as amended from time to time. 

Such rules shall be construed as the rules of British Gymnastics.  

 

You can find the UK Anti-Doping Rules here. 

The British Gymnastics Anti-Doping Policy and related documents can be found here. 

 

It is the personal responsibility of each athlete and athlete support personnel to acquaint themselves with and 

comply with the British Gymnastics Anti-Doping Rules. 

 

 

2.0 Clean Sport (Anti-doping) Education  

Gymnasts & their support team (coaches / parents) require prevention and protection from doping and 

education plays a key role in achieving this. Scottish Gymnastics aims to do this by installing a culture of a 

doping free sport by ensuring that all athletes understand and practice the values of clean sport.  

 

100% me is UK Anti-Doping’s (UKAD) education programme for athletes – designed to provide information 

resources, education sessions and general advice to athletes throughout their sporting careers. The 100% me 

campaign is about being successful, confident and retaining the values of clean, fair competition. The 100% me 

app which is available for free through all app stores to all British Gymnastics members.  

 

The UKAD website also provides excellent free information and resources to help clubs and gymnasts protect 

themselves from substances that can harm their health or career.  You can access and download them from 

the UKAD Resources area and UKAD Learning Zone 

 

3.0 Scottish Gymnastics Strategy for Clean Sport   

The focus of the Clean Sport Education programme for Scottish Gymnastics is to: 

o Educate Scottish Gymnastics performance pathway athletes and staff to protect them from inadvertent 

doping and to outline the procedures and consequences directed by WADA  

o Maintain and report on the status of testing within the Scottish Gymnastics programmes  

o Promote Scottish Gymnastics as a Clean Sport with Anti-Doping embedded in our culture 

There are three pillars to our strategy for clean sport between 2019-2023: 

http://www.ukad.org.uk/anti-doping-rules
https://www.british-gymnastics.org/technical-information/performance-gymnastics/anti-doping
https://www.ukad.org.uk/resources/
https://www.ukad.org.uk/about/learning-zone
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3.1 Education 

Scottish Gymnastics is committed to ensure that all gymnasts (& their coaches and parents) within our 

performance pathway activity (14yrs+) will be provided an education opportunity led by a UKAD trained tutor 

which explain the Anti-Doping Rules, your rights and responsibilities, Therapeutic Use Exemptions (TUE’s) but 

also the testing procedures both in and out of competition. More information on the education can be found 

on our website.  

 

3.2 Test Administration 

In addition to education training, Scottish Gymnastics will also work closely with British Gymnastics and UKAD 

to comply with in and out of competition testing procedures.  

Scottish Gymnastics will allocate a staff member (team manager) (for representative events / Scottish 

Gymnastics organised events / camps) to attend tests with athletes and include guidelines for post-test 

administration in staff / volunteers’ roles and responsibilities.  

Scottish Gymnastics will maintain records of tests for each athlete electronically and safely stored in line with 

GDPR guidelines. It will be clear for all performance pathway athletes the process for sharing their personal 

testing paperwork to Scottish Gymnastics.  

Scottish Gymnastics members need to be aware that UKAD may have immediate and unobstructed access to 

sports venues (including club / national training facilities) in order to carry out ‘No Notice’ testing in 

accordance with the International Standard for Testing and Investigations; this includes testing of minors in 

line with WADA rules. Consent is deemed given (by a parent / carer / responsible adult) on behalf of a minor 

(U18) by competing in our sport.  

 

3.3 Promotion 

Scottish Gymnastics will actively communicate across multiple platforms promoting the Clean Sport culture in 

Scottish Gymnastics.  

 

4.0 Whereabouts  

Athletes who are part of the Registered Testing Pool (International Registered Testing Pool, National 

Registered Testing Pool and Domestic Testing Pool) must provide whereabouts via ADAMs. British Gymnastics 

will provide information advice and support to squad gymnasts to enable them to comply  

 

5.0 Intelligence & Investigation  

Any information received will be shared with UKAD and its expected that all members will comply with all 

investigations undertaken by Scottish Gymnastics (or British Gymnastics) and UKAD. It will be a disciplinary 

offence for any person under our jurisdiction to fail or refuse (without compelling justification) to cooperate 

with any code-compliant anti-doping investigation or proceedings.  

 

Scottish Gymnastics reserves the right to follow disciplinary procedures in cases where the remit of Anti-

Doping rules does not reach an anti-doping violation. If credible allegations are made to Scottish Gymnastics, 

they will be dealt with in line with our Conduct in Sport procedures.   

 

6.0 Recreational, display and club gymnastics 

Scottish Gymnastics will inform and advise all our members (and their parents / carers) at all levels and in all 

forms of gymnastics on the regulations and risks of using banned substances deliberately or accidentally.  

 

If credible allegations are made to Scottish Gymnastics on the use of prohibited substances, methods or illegal 

drugs they will be investigated in line with our Conduct in Sport procedures which could result in action being 
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taken under the Conduct in Sport Code. The investigation may require a member to take a drug test and 

relevant information may be passed to the appropriate parties (see Section 5.0).    

 

 

7.0 Therapeutic Use Exemptions (TUEs) 

The Therapeutic Use Exemption (TUE) process is a means by which a gymnast can obtain approval to use a 

prescribed prohibited substance or method for the treatment of a legitimate medical condition. 

A TUE is required in advance of being selected for Doping Control at the following levels of competition: 

• Athletes in UK Anti-Doping’s National Registered Testing Pool  

• BG Senior National Squads (Artistic, Rhythmic, Acrobatics, Trampolining and Tumbling) 

A Retroactive TUE is required for athletes not listed under the categories described above.  

Details of TUE process can be found in Appendix 1: Section D, and more information on TUE’s and how to 

apply for them are on the UKAD website www.ukad.org.uk/TUE  

 

8.0 Procedure for reporting and managing allegations  

8.1 Disciplinary Procedure 

For all members, allegations of the use of banned substances contrary to our policy will be considered in line 

with our Conduct in Sport procedures regardless of any investigation or sanction imposed by UKAD or British 

Gymnastics. Scottish Gymnastics are duty bound to pass on any alleged anti-doping violation to UKAD 

intelligence team (this applies for athlete and coach violations) for investigation.  

The investigation may require a member to take a drug test.    

8.2 Sanctions  

Our Conduct in Sport Code allows the Conduct in Sport Panel to apply a range of sanctions. Examples of 

sanctions include, but are not limited to: 

• A warning to further conduct 

• Suspension for a period of time 

• Expulsion from Scottish Gymnastics  

 

9.0 Report Doping  

If you have any doping concerns you can call anonymously 24/7 to talk to a highly-trained operator who is 

independent from UKAD. Call 0800 32 23 32 

 

10.0 Key Contacts 

 

Scottish Gymnastics      www.scottishgymnastics.org 

Sam Hendrikson (Head of Performance & Education) sam.hendrikson@scottishgymnastics.org 

Ethics & Welfare Confidential email    safegym@scottishgymnastics.org 

 

http://www.ukad.org.uk/
http://www.scottishgymnastics.org/
mailto:sam.hendrikson@scottishgymnastics.org
mailto:safegym@scottishgymnastics.org
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British Gymnastics     www.british-gymnastics.org 

 

WADA    World Anti-Doping Agency  www.wada-ama.org 

 

UKAD     UK Anti-Doping                       www.ukad.org.uk 

 

Informed Sport     www.informed-sport.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.british-gymnastics.org/
http://www.wada-ama.org/
http://www.wada-ama.org/
http://www.ukad.org.uk/
http://www.informed-sport.com/
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Appendix. 1: Testing, Medical and Supplementation information 

 

A. Testing Procedures  

British & Scottish Gymnastics fully endorses the testing programmes implemented by UKAD and FIG. Gymnasts 

and coaches should be aware that testing may take place at competitions (deemed to be testing 'in 

competition') and at National Performance Programme training sessions (deemed to be 'out of 

competition').  Gymnasts under 16 years may be tested.  By competing in our sport, consent is deemed to be 

given by the minors parent / guardian / responsible adult.  

In addition to this, gymnasts can be tested at home or at their club, in particular when they are of an 

international standard.  

Gymnasts should feel prepared and know their rights and responsibilities when they are notified to be tested 

by a Chaperone or UKAD Doping Control Officer. When selected for testing, athletes should take a 

representative with them to the Doping Control Station.  

 

A urine test will follow these main steps: 

·    Notification 

·    Reporting to Doping Control Station 

·    Providing a sample 

·    Recording and certifying sample information  

·    UK Anti-Doping recommends that athletes follow their normal hydration routines if selected for testing.  

·    Gymnasts need to be prepared to provide details of any substances they have taken – this needs to be 

written on the Doping Control form. Athletes should report any concerns they have about the process or the 

equipment on the Doping Control form. 

 

Gymnasts can find out more about testing, including their rights and responsibilities, in the Athlete Zone on 

the UK Anti-Doping website or by downloading the Clean Sport App from their app store. 

 

B. Check your medication  

Gymnasts need to be aware of the principle of strict liability.  This means that all gymnasts are solely 

responsible for any banned substance they use, attempt to use, or that is found in their system, regardless of 

how it got there and whether or not they had an intention to cheat.  

The WADA Prohibited List is amended annually but is subject to change from time to time. The list describes 

each prohibited class of substance with examples. The prohibited list comes into effect on 1 January every year 

and can be found at www.wada.ama.org.  

 

Before taking any medication (whether prescribed by a GP, bought over the counter in a Pharmacy or even 

straight from a supermarket shelf), athletes are advised to check the Global Drug Reference website 

www.globaldro.com to check whether they contain prohibited substances and speak to your GP / pharmacist.  

 

Global DRO is a very easy-to-use, online information service. It provides accurate information on the current 

http://www.wada-ama.org/en/world-anti-doping-program/sports-and-anti-doping-organizations/international-standards/prohibited-list/
http://www.globaldro.com/
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status of substances and branded medical products according to the current WADA Prohibited List. The 

website checks medications purchased in UK, USA, Canada and Japan only. 

 

Gymnasts should have the product box or prescription to hand and they must ensure they type in and select 

the exact product name from the choices on offer.  It is crucial that this is correct as some products may be 

both permitted and prohibited depending on the exact type. They should also ensure that they select the 

correct country of purchase in, as ingredients for apparently the same product can vary between countries. 

 

Some products are permitted out-of-competition but not in-competition. Global DRO gives the exact status of 

your medication. If a product is allowed out-of-competition but not in-competition we advise athletes to seek 

medical advice to ensure that the medication is out of their systems before the in-competition period. 

 

A reference number will appear on Global DRO when you check medication. Gymnasts should note down the 

reference number as an additional safeguard. 

 

Please note that Global DRO does not include nutritional supplements or herbal remedies. 

 

If the gymnast or coach is unsure of how to check medication using this database, they should contact the 

Scottish Gymnastics performance department on 0131 271 9750 or performance@scottishgymnastics.org.  

 

 

C. Taking Medication  

Gymnasts should be aware of the following potential pitfalls: 

• Repeat Prescriptions - check that repeat prescriptions are for exactly the same medication as originally 

prescribed. If the prescription has even slightly changed, gymnasts should check the new brand or 

ingredients on Global DRO to ensure the product is not prohibited. Your GP can help advise on this.  

• Receiving medication abroad - even if a gymnast’s medication looks exactly the same, manufacturers use 

different ingredients or dosages for the same product in different countries. Gymnasts are advised to 

take enough medication to cover their time abroad. If they need to take foreign-purchased medication, 

they should check Global DRO and, select the country of purchase. 

 

D. The TUE Process: 

1. Gymnasts should advise all medical personnel that they are liable to be tested, of their obligation to 

abide by the anti-doping rules of their sport and that any medical treatment received must not 

violate these rules. 

2. When prescribed a medication, gymnasts should check if that medication is prohibited by checking 

the Global Drug Reference Online system www.globaldro.co.uk.  

3. If the medication is not prohibited, gymnasts can start using the prescribed medication or treatment. 

4. If the medication is prohibited, athletes should check with their prescribing physician or the sport’s 

medical personnel if there are any alternative medications or treatments that are permitted. 

5. If there are no permitted alternatives, gymnasts should contact British Gymnastics or click here to find 

out what type of exemption is required and if a TUE should be applied for prior to use or after doping 

control. 

6. Only in emergency situations (e.g. allergic reaction, exacerbation of asthma, onset of bell's palsy) 

should treatment begin without the necessary approval. 

 

 

 

mailto:performance@scottishgymnastics.org
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E. Supplements & Nutrition  

Diet, lifestyle and training should all be optimised before considering supplementation.  Coaches and gymnasts 

should assess the need for supplementation and consult with an accredited sports dietician and/or registered 

nutritionist with expertise in sports nutrition, or doctor experienced in Sports and Exercise Medicine before 

taking supplements.  Scientific evidence continues to suggest that supplements can become contaminated 

with restricted or banned substances during their production, and could lead to a positive finding.  Under the 

principle of 'strict liability', it is the gymnast who is held accountable if a prohibited substance is found in a 

sample provided, whether intentional or unintentional.  

 

Informed-Sport is a quality assurance programme for sports nutrition products which certifies that all 

nutritional supplements and/or ingredients that bear the Informed-Sport logo have been tested for banned 

substances by the world class sports anti-doping lab, LGC. Gymnasts choosing to use supplements can use the 

search function on www.informed-sport.com  to find products that have been through this rigorous 

certification process. 

 

More information can be found: 

• Checking Medication  

• Global Drug Reference website 

• UK Anti-Doping (UKAD) 

 

 

http://www.informed-sport.com/
https://www.scottishswimming.com/media/1659473/Checking-Meds.pdf
http://www.globaldro.com/Home
http://www.ukad.org.uk/

